Data Protection Declaration of Pintail AG, Gewerbeweg 15, 9490 Vaduz
for visitors of our website
Please note that this is a translation of our German Data Protection Declaration. In case of deviations, the German
version shall prevail.

With this Data Protection Declaration, we would like to provide you with an overview of the manner in which we
process your data and your rights in this connection according to the provisions of the European General Data
Protection Regulation (hereinafter called “GDPR”) and the Liechtenstein Data Protection Act (Datenschutzgesetz,
hereinafter called “DSG”):

I. Name and address of the Data Controller and the Data Protection Officer
Data Controller within the meaning of the GDPR is:
Pintail AG, Gewerbeweg 15, 9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein
T +41 43 322 17 00
E info@pintail.net
www.pintail.net
Our Data Protection Officer, Ochsner Consulting Establishment, can be reached using info@ochsnerconsulting.com, T +423 370 18 22 or our postal address with the supplement "Data Protection Officer”.

II. General information concerning data processing
1. Extent of the processing of personal data
Processing personal data is limited to the data necessary in order to provide a well-functioning web page as well
as to provide our services. Processing personal data of our users only take place for the agreed purposes or on a
legal basis within the meaning of the GDPR. We only collect the personal data absolutely necessary to implement
and process our duties and to provide the agreed services or data you have voluntarily disclosed.
2. Your data protection rights
You have the right to demand information on your personal data processed by us. In particular, you are entitled
to demand disclosure regarding the purpose for which your data is collected, the categories of personal data
collected, the categories of third party recipients, who have received or will receive your personal data as well as
the storage period. Additionally, you have the right to rectification, deletion, restriction of the processing,
objection, data portability, as well as to receive information on its origin, if not collected by us, and to be
informed on automatic decision-making including profiling.
You have the right to withdraw any given consent to use your personal data at any time.
If you are of the opinion that our processing of your personal data is in breach of applicable data protection law
or that your statutory data protection rights have been infringed otherwise, you may file a complaint with the
competent supervisory authority. In Liechtenstein, the Data Protection Office (www.datenschutzstelle.li) is the
competent authority.
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3. Periodic erasure and blocking of personal data
The data controller processes and stores your personal data only as long as it is absolutely necessary to reach its
purpose of storage or as long as it is necessary to be retained due to legal obligations the data controller is subject
to.
As soon as either the storage purpose or the legal retention period have been fulfilled, your personal data will be
periodically blocked or erased according to the existing legal obligations.

III. Description an extent of data processing
1. Information on the provision of the website
Server log files
Each time our website is accessed, our system automatically records data and information about the computer
system of the accessing computer. This general data and information is saved in the log files of the server.
Diese allgemeinen Daten und Informationen werden in den Logfiles des Servers gespeichert.
The following data is collected:











information about the browser type and the version used
operating system of the user
internet service provider of the user
date and time of server inquiry
IP address of the user
Referrer URL (originating website)
Further similar data and information, which is used to to fight attacks of our IT systems
Sub-websites accessed
City and country from which the user accesses the website
Number of visits as well as the duration of access

Processing this information is neither a statutory, nor a contractual obligation. We retain this information due to
our legitimate interest as per Art. 6 para.1 lit. f GDPR. It is not our aim to draw conclusions about you, but for
the following reasons:







to ensure a problem-free connection to our website
to ensure a reliable use of our website
to ensure system security
to ensure system stability
to be able to provide law enforcement authorities with necessary information in case of a cyber-attack
further administrative purposes

This anonymously collected data and information is evaluated by Pintail AG statistically and further with the
purpose to increase data protection and data security in our company, in order to be able to guarantee the best
level of protection of the personal data we process. The anonymous data of the server log files are stored
separately from the personal data you provide us with.
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2. Registration on our homepage
You have the possibility to register on the homepage of the data controller indicating your personal data. Which
particular data is transferred to the data controller can be taken from the input mask, which is used for your
registration. Your personal data is solely used for internal purposes and storage by Pintail AG. The data controller
may forward your data to one or more data processors, whose use of the personal data is limited to purposes
attributed to Pintail AG.
By voluntarily registering on our homepage and providing us with personal data, you enable Pintail AG to provide
you with the services, which –due to the nature of the matter- can only be made available to registered users.
3. Contact form on our homepage
If you submit inquiries to us via our contact form, the information provided in the contact form as well as any
contact information provided therein will automatically be stored by us in order to handle your inquiry and in the
event that we have further questions. We will not share this information without your consent, apart from special
data processors (e.g. IT service providers).
4. Cookies
In some instances, our website and its pages use so-called cookies. Cookies do not cause any damage to your
computer and do not contain viruses. The purpose of cookies is to make our website more user friendly,
effective and more secure. Cookies are small text files that are placed on your electronical device (e.g.
smartphone, laptop etc.) and stored by your browser.
Various homepages and servers use cookies. Many cookies have a so-called cookie-ID. A cookie-ID is a unique
identifier of the cookie, which consists of a character sequence, by which homepages and servers can be
matched with the specific internet browser in which it was saved. This enables the visited homepages and
servers to distinguish between your individual browser and other internet browsers, which use different cookies.
A specific internet browser can be recognized and identified via the unique cookie-ID.
By using cookies, Pintail AG can provide the visitors of this homepage user-friendly services, which would not be
possible without using cookies.
Information and services of our homepage can be optimized using cookies. As already mentioned, cookies
enable us to recognize our users. The purpose of this is to facilitate your use of our homepage. For a visitor of
our homepage using cookies it, for example, is not necessary to enter the login data repeatedly at every visit, as
this information can be generated by the cookie, which was previously filed in the computer system. A further
example is the cookie of the shopping cart function in an online-shop: the online-shop remembers the articles
placed in the virtual shopping cart using cookies.
You can adjust the settings of your browser to make sure that you are notified every time cookies are placed and
to enable you to accept cookies only in specific cases or to exclude the acceptance of cookies for specific
situations or in general and to activate the automatic deletion of cookies when you close your browser. If you
deactivate cookies, the functions of this website may be limited.
Cookies that are required for the performance of the electronic communications transaction or to provide
certain functions you want to use (e.g. the shopping cart function), are stored on the basis of Art. 6 Sect. 1 lit. f
GDPR.
The website operator has a legitimate interest in storing cookies to ensure the technically error free and
optimized provision of the operator’s services. If other cookies (e.g. cookies for the analysis of your browsing
pattern) should be stored, they are addressed separately in this Data Protection Declaration.
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5. SSL- bzw. TLS-Encryption
For security purposes and the protection of transfers of confidential content (e.g. orders or requests) you send
to us as a Webpage owner, Pintail applies a SSL- and TSL encryption respectively. You will recognize an encrypted
connection by the fact that die address line of the browser changes from “http://” to ”https://” and the lock
symbol will appear.
If the SSL- or TLS-encryption is active, the data submitted by you to us cannot be read by a third party.

IV. Use of Plugins and Tools
1. WP Statistics (web analysis tool)
In order to be able to run statistical reports of customer visits to the Pintail webpage, the analysis tool WP
Statistics of Verona labs (www.wp-statistics.com) is in use. WP Statistics is used exclusively for statistical capture
of visits and statistical analysis of such data and serves the ongoing improvement of the Pintail webpage. All data
captured is stored in anonymized form only and aggregated in simple statistics. Such processes do not use
cookies nor will there any user profiles established. At no point in time a personal identification of the user is
possible.
The data protection declaration of WP statistics can be viewed at: https://wp-statistics.com/privacy-and-policy/
2. WPML (multiple languages)
The Pintail website uses WPML of OnTheGoSystems Limited, 22/F 3 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong. WPML
is a WordPress multi-language plugin and is used to enable the display of this webpage in various languages.
WPML is storing cookies on the devise of the user which are used to maintain a proper operation of the plugin,
e.g. it remembers your selected language. The list of cookies stored can be found at:
https://wpml.org/documentation/support/browser-cookies-stored-wpml/
Storage of cookies can be managed by yourselves through the settings in your actual browser. Pintail advises you
that a non-acceptance of cookies may hinder the full and proper functioning of the website.
Additional information regarding the storing of the data can be found at:
https://wpml.org/documentation/privacy-policy-and-gdpr-compliance
3. Jetpack
The Pintail website uses the plugin Jetpack of Automattic , Inc., 132 Hawthorne Street, San Francisco, CA, 94107,
USA, applying the tracking technology of Quantcast Inc., 201 3rd St, Floor 2, San Francisco, CA, 93103-3153, USA.
Jetpack offers multiple functions to webpage providers, statistical analysis of user access (inactive on the Pintail
webpage), but also important security features which protect this website from brute-force attacks. Additionally,
Jetpack optimizes and accelerates the loading of pictures and videos on this website.
For analysis of the use of the website, Jetpack stores cookies on the device of the users. The data is stored on a
server in the USA. Immediately after processing and before storing, the IP address of the user is anonymized.
Storage of cookies can be managed by yourselves through the settings in your actual browser. Pintail advises you
that a non-acceptance of cookies may hinder the full and proper functioning of the website. Alternatively, you
may object the collection of data through Quantcast via https://www.quantcast.com/opt-out/
(if you delete all cookies on your device you will need to repeat the opt out action.)
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4. Facebook-Plugins
We have integrated plug-ins of the social network Facebook, provided by Facebook Inc., 1 Hacker Way, Menlo
Park, California 94025, USA, on our website. You will be able to recognize Facebook plug-ins by the Facebook logo
or the "Like" button on our website. An overview of the Facebook plug-ins is available under the following
link: https://developers.facebook.com/docs/plugins/.
Whenever you visit our website and its pages, the plug-in will establish a direct connection between your browser
and the Facebook server. As a result, Facebook will receive the information that you have visited our website with
your plug-in. However, if you click the Facebook “Like” button while you are logged into your Facebook account,
you can link the content of our website and its pages with your Facebook profile. As a result, Facebook will be able
to allocate the visit to our website and its pages to your Facebook user account. We have to point out, that we as
the provider of the website do not have any knowledge of the transferred data and its use by Facebook. For more
detailed
information,
please
consult
the
Data
Privacy
Declaration
of
Facebook
at: https://www.facebook.com/privacy/explanation.
If you do not want Facebook to be able to allocate your visit to our website and its pages to your Facebook user
account, please log out of your Facebook account while you are on our website.
The use of the Facebook plug-in is based on Art. 6 Sect. 1 lit. f GDPR. The operator of the website has a legitimate
interest in being as visible as possible on social media.
5. Facebook-Tracking
The Facebook page of Pintail AG contains so-called tracking pixels. A tracking pixel is a miniature-graphic
embedded in the Facebook page of Pintail AG, which is sent using HTML format when entering, in order to enable
a log file record and analysis, which allows us to evaluate the success of our online-marketing. These measures
assist us in optimizing the content of future services and in customizing these services to the interests of our
clients.
6. Twitter Plugin
We have integrated functions of the social media platform Twitter into our website. These functions are provided
by Twitter Inc., 1355 Market Street, Suite 900, San Francisco, CA 94103, USA. While you use Twitter and the "ReTweet" function, websites you visit are linked to your Twitter account and disclosed to other users. During this
process, data are transferred to Twitter as well. We must point out, that we, the providers of the website and its
pages do not know anything about the content of the data transferred and the use of this information by Twitter.
For more details, please consult Twitter’s Data Privacy Declaration at: https://twitter.com/en/privacy.
The use of Twitter plug-ins is based on Art. 6 Sect. 1 lit. f GDPR. The operator of the website has a legitimate
interest in being as visible as possible on social media.
You have the option to reset your data protection settings on Twitter under the account settings
at https://twitter.com/account/settings.
Twitter is certified under the Privacy Shield, cf.
https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000TORzAAO&status=Active
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7. LinkedIn Plugin
Our website uses functions of the LinkedIn network. The provider is LinkedIn Corporation, 2029 Stierlin Court,
Mountain View, CA 94043, USA.
Any time you access one of our sites that contains functions of LinkedIn, a connection to LinkedIn’s servers is
established. LinkedIn is notified that you have visited our websites with your IP address. If you click on LinkedIn’s
"Recommend" button and are logged into your LinkedIn account at the time, LinkedIn will be in a position to
allocate your visit to our website to your user account. We have to point out that we as the provider of the websites
do not have any knowledge of the content of the transferred data and its use by LinkedIn.
The use of the LinkedIn plug-in is based on Art. 6 Sect. 1 lit. f GDPR. The operator of the website has a legitimate
interest in being as visible as possible on social media.
For further information on this subject, please consult LinkedIn’s Data Privacy Declaration at
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/privacy-policy.
LinkedIn is certified under the Privacy Shield, cf.
(https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt0000000L0UZAA0&status=Active)
8. Google Maps
This website uses the mapping service of Google Maps. The provider is Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway,
Mountain View, CA 94043, USA. When using Google Maps, Google processes and collects data on the usage of the
mapping service by the user. As a rule, this information is transferred to one of Google’s servers in the United
States, where it is archived. The operator of this website has no control over the data transfer. We use Google
Maps to present our online content in an appealing manner and to make the locations disclosed on our website
easy to find. This constitutes a legitimate interest as defined in Art. 6 Sect. 1 lit. f GDPR.
Google is certified under the Privacy Shield, cf.
(https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt000000001L5AAI&status=Active)
9. YouTube
In order to explain the usage of our services, the data controller published components of YouTube as tutorials on
this webpage. YouTube is an internet video portal, which allows video publishers to upload video clips for other
users free of charge for users to watch, rate and comment on.
The provider of YouTube is YouTube, LLC, 901 Cherry Ave., San Bruno, CA 94066, USA. YouTube, LLC is a subsidiary
of Google Inc., 1600 Amphitheatre Pkwy, Mountain View, CA 94043-1351, USA.
As far as you are simultaneously logged in to your YouTube account, YouTube recognizes which of our sub-pages
you visit. This information is collected by YouTube and Google and associated with your YouTube-account, even
without clicking on a YouTube video. If you do not wish this to happen, you can prevent this from happening by
logging out of your YouTube account before you access our homepage.

V. Data security
As the data controller, Pintail AG naturally uses several adequate technical and organizational measures, in order
to be able to ensure the utmost protection of the personal data processed and in order to protect your data
against accidental or intentional manipulation, partly or total loss, destruction or access by unauthorized third
parties. Our safety measures are constantly being improved according to technological developments.
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Nevertheless, please be informed that internet-based data transfer can generally have security gaps, which means
that the absolute protection of data cannot be guaranteed. For this reason you are free to decide to use alternative
manners to provide us with your personal data, e.g. by phone.

VI. Valid Version
This is the currently valid Data Protection Declaration as of November 2019.
Due to the continued development of our website and associated services or organizational modifications within
our company or on the grounds of amended legal or regulatory requirements, it may become necessary to
amend this Data Protection Declaration. You can access and print out the respective current Data Protection
Declaration on our website at any time.
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